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The Cruiserlift RV motorcycle lift system may not be the “original” motorcycle lifting system on the market, 

but we did our homework. Just looking at the Cruiserlift system will convince you that the system is the most 

aesthetic, most reliable, best engineered, and safest motorcycle lifting system for your motor coach.  

The Cruiserlift motorcycle transport system has a motorcycle weight capacity of 1000 pounds. You may also 

flat tow up to a 6000 pound vehicle. 

 

CR-Lift Cover  



CRUISERLIFT STANDARD FEATURES 
 40” Ground Clearance to the bottom of the motorcycle tray in the elevated position.  
      No dragging the motorcycle tray while traversing steep road or driveway   
        transitions. 

 Shortest tow vehicle to coach distance. 

 Standard Kick Stand Tray. Allows for one person loading.  
      No need to find a block of wood to put under your kick stand. 

 Centrally located, reliable and powerful 2500 pound winch with hand held 
remote No need  to worry about hydraulic fluid leaks. 

 Heavy Duty Oversized 3/16” Wire Rope Winch Cable. 

 Meets DOT G-Force load standards. 

 Engineering Load and Stress Analysis. 

 Standard Tow Bar Extension. Weight = 18 pounds 

 Integrated Lighting System. System is wired and includes tow plug for your 
tow vehicle. 

 10 available motorcycle tie down positions. One Piece Motorcycle Tray for 
strength. 

 Assembly and dismantling in approx. 10-15 minutes.  
      No need for a fork lift or neighborhood block party to remove the system from  
        the  coach. 

 Baked on black powder coat finish. 

 System lowers to within 2” from the ground for ease of  
      motorcycle loading. 

 Product Liability Insurance. 
      If a product does not have liability  insurance….RUN!  
 Made in the USA. 

 Available options : Locking wheel chock, CR-Lift Cover , Mist Shield 

 Ships out in 24 to 48 hours of purchase 
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